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Fiercely loyal to his older brother, Alaric McCabe leads his clan in the fight for their birthright. Now

he is prepared to wed for duty, as well. But on his way to claim the hand of Rionna McDonald,

daughter of a neighboring chieftain, he is ambushed and left for dead. Miraculously, his life is saved

by the soft touch of a Highland angel, a courageous beauty who will put to the test his fealty to his

clan, his honor, and his deepest desires. An outcast from her own clan, Keeley McDonald was

betrayed by those she loved and trusted. When the wounded warrior falls from his horse, she is

drawn to his strong, lean body. The wicked glint in his green eyes ignites a passion that will follow

them back to Alaric's keep, where their forbidden love draws them deeper into the pleasures of the

flesh. But as conspiracy and danger circle closer, Alaric must make an impossible choice: Will he

betray his blood ties for the woman he loves?
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Oh boy did this book give me the feels...all the feels!! I grew to like Alaric in book 1 but this book....I

FELL IN LOVE.He was a perfect combination of brooding, charming, loyal, and protective and had a

sense of humor. He was sexy and I just couldn't get enough of him.Keeley was such a great

character. She was fierce and strong. Protective and loyal and would literally stand in front of a

bullet (in this case arrow) for anyone she loves.I loved the interactions between Keeley and Alaric

and despite their circumstances they tried to keep away and do the honorable thing but their love for

each other was to powerful.Their story had me smiling and laughing and then in tears. My emotions



were all over and I am definitely looking forward to the next book to see what happens with the ever

brooding Caelen. It will be interesting to see.

I'm not sure why all the high ratings for this book, and - someone cried?! That review got me to read

this, but it was just the standard highland-clans-feuding plot and the romance had no depth at all.

They saw, were physically attracted, engaged in lots and lots of sex...nothing more to them. It's not

a bad book, but if you don't read a lot of romances already, there are better ones out there to spend

your time and money with.

Ms Banks writes interesting and involved plots with enough twists and turns to keep me turning the

pages. While I enjoy a good intimate scene as much as anyone, this book seemed like she was

using the sex scenes to fill up the pages. That said, I'm so engrossed with the brothers that I'll start

reading the third book immediately!

alaric and his clan need an alliance with the McDonald clan but their journey to make a match with

Alaric and Riahona is stopped when they are ambushed by Cameron's mercenaries. Alaric's horse

dumps his bled out body on the door stop of Keeley's cottage. Keeley uses all her healing

knowledge to bring him from the brink of death only to be kidnapped by his brothers when they track

him down.Keeley is a fighter and her fierce loyalty to her new clan the McCabe's inspires such fierce

loyalty throughout they clan that others become just as fierce and brave to protect and rescue her in

her battle at deaths door.I will tell you when Alaric carries Keeley out of the Keep to the loch to

demand Caelen kisses her good bye....my heart nearly broke as the once fiercely callous warrior

paid her such reverence!I am addicted now...first novel was Mairin taking the gruff and grumpy

Ewan, laird of McCabe keep and now Alaric and Keeley. can't wait to read Riahonna and Caelen's

story next.

I was a good book, but there were definitely things that would be an issue for other people. It was as

not as good as the first book. A little boring or maybe slow at times. Something just held me back

from fully connecting to it. I am not sure why. I like both Alaric and Keeley. I agree with the person

that stated how can Alaric be so attracted and want nothing but her, when he first met her? It is

farfetched. He was dying and was unconscious. So other than a few minutes here or there when he

gained consciousness he would not know her. Yes she was his healer, but it is very unlikely.I like

sex scenes, and these were more towards erotica. Some people will find then vulgar, but they were



fine with me. That being said most of their time together was sex, or one or the other being sick,

because they almost died. There are 3 of the almost dying scenes. Also the other part of the book

was just them wanting each other, but trying not to given in because he is supposed to marry

someone else. That of course comes before the sex stuff. So yes a little light on story. I usually like

a little more story with my sex. She did throw in a couple things here and there, but until almost the

end it really wasn't enough. I close to the end is really a tear jerker. I do like that about the book. I

also find her time lines sometimes not real. Not that that bother me. Keeley gets up before others

are down to eat. Goes to the loch and spends a little time there (sounds like a couple hours),

someone tells her she should go inside to eat and get out of the cold. She goes in and eats and it

times for bed. How can it already be time for bed? So a few hours basically become a day. This also

doesn't bother me, but other will not like it. I noticed she this something like this in the first book as

well.Next is Caelan. Even though Ewan is my favorite. Caelan needs to have a special story. I think

for me it is something to do with a man being so hurt he has shut himself off from everyone. He has

been slowly showing cracks in his armor, and that he can be really sweet. Though I read all these

books a few years ago I did not remember them at all. So they are like reading a new book.Sex

content high.
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